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its learned translator lias not drawn attention,
la numerous places we find a most remarkable
coincidence bet-ween the thoughts and even the
expressions contained in it and the thoughts and
expressions found in corresponding places in
Kttiidtisa's Kumtrasathbhawt. The first seren
cantos of this last-named work deal with the
subject-matter as the Parvat-ipari-
n a y a drama, and the coincidences between the
two in several points appear to me to be so
close* that the only way to explain them is
either to suppose an identity of authorship, or
a conscious borrowing by one of the two authors
from the other of them, I gf Ye below a few of
the more important coincidences, so that the
reader may judge for himself:—
Pdrvattyarinaya.	Eumdrasambhava.
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These m& some of the notable coincidences
which strike one reading the two works to-
gether* Passages are exceedingly numerous in
which the words differ, but the1 Ideas are so
much and so expressed that the thought
of some next csoimexiQn feetweea the two
for	of *%•
JHtoiq* %fik ? ^   It is faHier remsrkable
 much the same machinery as that used in the
poem.   The suggestion of the fat are marriage
by Karada; the direction by Himalaya to
his daughter to attempt to propitiate Siva;
the deputation of Cupid by I n d r a ; the burning
of Cupid; the consolation and reassurance of
Eati by the ' word from Heaven;' the austeri-
ties of Parvafci; the appearance of Siva
in disguise, and   his conversation first with
the two attendants of P a r v a t i, and then with
Pa rvati herself: all this is common to this
drama   and   the   Knmdrasamb^ava   of Kali-
dasa.    Of course it need scarcely be said that
there are   differences.     The preliminary  re-
connoitering,   so    to    speak,   performed    by
Handin in the drama has no place in the poem—
no mof e has the narration of Cupid's misfortune
by   N a r a d a to Indra.    Nevertheless, what
with the verbal coincidences pointed out, and
the other  coincidences as to the main points
in the action of the two pieces, the impres-
sion left on one's mind by a perusal of them
is that some very close connexion subsists be-
tween them.
What is that connexion?   "Hindu poets,"
Dr. PitzEdward Hall has said in his learned
Preface to the Vdsavadattd, u Hindu poets not
nnfrequently repeat themselves; but downright
plagiarism among them   of   one   respectable
author from another is unknown.s y *   And upon
the strength of this principle, mainly, it is well
knows that Dr. Hall hag ascribed the Ratndvali
N&faka to Bana Bhatta.   And  although
this conclusion of Dr. HalTs has been qnes-
tionedjt I think it is one which is well supported.
Are we then entitled to act on the principle of
Dr. Hall in the case before us ?   In the face
of the passage cited above from the Introduction
to the play, in the face of the total absence of
way tradition connecting the play with the poet
Sftict&sa, and further in the dearth of colla-
teral circumstances to justify the application of
the principle in this case, such as were available
in the case of the Ea&wTOll, I will not venture
on bo bold a proceeding.   I think the question
mos% for the present at feast, be left an open
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 . Hafi'a aismnents are enough to *
nok eawgli for a
I must confess
l>y Dr. BfiMer
adds strength to Dr. Hall's arguments. If tiiat passage
W«&fizifl & .story about BMvab^ it weakens the story
abo^t Bats in m equal degree. ie point of fact, it appears
to is.® to hare little importance on ike question otiween

